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Introduction: human and nonhuman animals
in Late Neolithic Vin≠a culture
Tim Ingold (2000.61–77) brilliantly described the
history of human-animal relationship as a long-term
process from trust to domination. Still, the relation-
ship between humans and animals differs signifi-
cantly from place to place and from time to time, de-
pending on various cultural, environmental and eco-
nomic issues. Animal imagery in human material
culture1 actually grew out of those relationships, as
well as from the numerous ways in which people
understand and comprehend nature and their envi-
ronment. In this paper, I argue that the main impe-
tus for the creation of bovine iconography in Late
Neolithic Vin≠a culture also grew out of the physical-
visceral relationships people had with cattle and
from the constant reinterpretation of humans’ and
animals’ place in the world.
In the lucid language of Douglas Bailey and others,
the term Vin≠a culture refers to an archaeological
overgeneralisation widely used to simplify the com-
plexities of people, behaviour and material culture
focusing on Serbia, western Bulgaria and southwest-
ern Romania (Bailey et al. 2010.161). Indeed, this
statement is true; humans are expert classifiers and
categorisers (as cited in Parker-Pearson, Richard
1997.9; Humphrey 1984.143–145); prehistoric ar-
chaeologists succeeded in their classifying quest, and
as a result different communities that share similar
material culture were labelled with the term Vin≠a
culture and were neatly catalogued in the Late Neo-
lithic folder (Fig. 1). In reality, the similarities in the
physical manifestation of the material culture are
merely imaginative, while their social, cultural and
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ideological (sensual also) attributes
differ greatly from site to site, and
from period to period.2 There are
some general patterns in settlement,
economy and material culture, but
still there are considerable divergen-
ces which do not allow for broad ge-
neralisations. Some Vin≠a culture com-
munities lived on river banks or hill-
tops, others at tell sites, even in caves.
Some built elaborate two-story houses,
others dwelt in pit-houses; some were
skilled flint knappers, other speciali-
sed in copper metallurgy. Some made
shiny black vessels, some matte red.
At the risk of making just another re-
dundant statement, I will again under-
line that the structuring and shaping
of material culture occurred via a my-
riad of various social agents and cul-
tural constructs.
Likewise, human-animal relationships,
as well as the use of animals in the
economy and in symbolic activities
differed significantly. We know that
the everyday lives of Vin≠a communi-
ties were marked by numerous encounters with
animals, both physically and symbolically. Domesti-
cates were carefully nurtured, wild species were
hunted, and both were the subject of vivid symbo-
lic structuring. The list of wild and domestic animal
species in Late Neolithic Vin≠a culture is long, and
their role in the economy of different communities
has been thoroughly elaborated (cf. Greenfield
1986; Bökönyi 1988; Clason 1979; Dimitrijevi≤
2006; Orton 2008). If heuristic theses that place ani-
mal representations in the sphere of cult and reli-
gion are not to be taken seriously (cf. Gimbutas
1982) being merely anecdotal (sensu Bailey 2005.
12–15), the social and symbolic aspects of human-
animal relationship were of far less interest (cf. Rus-
sell 1998; 1999; 2012.80; Orton 2008.292–318). Al-
though the lives of Vin≠a communities were prob-
ably profoundly influenced by complicated systems
of beliefs and religion, considering the current state
of evidence, I see no reasonable line of inquiry which
could be followed in order to comprehend animal’s
place in supposed Vin≠a culture cosmology. Cer-
tainly, some animal species (cattle, birds, deer, dogs,
etc.) were introduced into the belief systems, but we
are so far away from delineating some sort of ani-
mal Pantheon, that it is better not to discuss it. In-
stead, a whole range of studies dealing with other
aspects of animal symbolism in the Neolithic have
proved to be very fruitful (cf. Peri≤ 1996; Russell
1998; Whittle 2003.79–106; Bori≤ 2005; Maran-
gou, Grammenos 2005; Mleku∫ 2007; Nanoglou
2008a; 2009; Twiss, Russell 2009).
Animal iconography
Animal representations in the Late Neolithic Vin≠a
culture have been a subject of archaeological inquiry
for more than a century. The history of the theore-
tical frameworks employed followed the progres-
sion of interpretations of anthropomorphic imagery,
at least in the case of clay figurines. Thus, interpre-
tations focused mainly on various questions of func-
tion and use, with these objects being seen prima-
rily as cult instruments. This approach has not chan-
ged: Balkan archaeologists have not posed new que-
stions concerning animal representations in Vin≠a
culture. We just became more careful in our analy-
sis, and as a result there is a strong decline from po-
sing any interpretative questions concerning either
human or animal imagery. There are some advan-
Fig. 1. Late Neolithic Vin≠a culture sites mentioned in the text.
2 Late Neolithic Vin≠a culture is dated to the period 5300–4600 BC (Bori≤ 2009).
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ces, in that more attention is paid to contextual
data; but since this has not offered any progress in
functional interpretation, the finds continue to be
published with no inquiry that addresses some ot-
her aspects of human and animal representations.3
We will see that in order to move away from heuri-
stic and anecdotal explanations, we need to cast off
the functional burden and change the direction of our
analysis in order to respod to answerable questions.
When dealing with animal iconography in Vin≠a cul-
ture, the first obstacle is the identification and recog-
nition of the species represented. Taken as whole,
the interpretation of both human and animal Vin≠a
iconography is in the deep shadow of ambiguity and
vagueness. Sometimes it is even hard to determine
whether it is an animal or human that is represen-
ted. We know that there are many examples of hyb-
ridism and absurdness in depicting humans and ani-
mals in Vin≠a culture, such that any effort to identi-
fy the exact species, gender or age is doomed to fai-
lure. It is almost as we are dealing with some sort of
cultural bestiary, with representations of liminoid
half-human-bird-like creatures, human-bear hybrids,
cat-awls, centauries, sphinxes, etc. Therefore, al-
though the topic of hybridism and ambiguity in Vin-
≠a iconography is very challenging, for the purposes
of the present paper, I deal only with securely defi-
ned bovine representations. Even in this category, we
will see that what we see is not what we think we
see, and that what they thought is not what we see.
Bovine imagery in Vin≠a culture
It has always been assumed that the relationship be-
tween Neolithic communities and cattle was some-
how significant. Both the hunted wild beasts and
the well cared for and tame domesticates were in-
deed very important. Besides their nutritional value,
cattle had potent symbolic importance for almost all
Neolithic communities in the Central Balkans.4 Bo-
vine iconography in late Neolithic Vin≠a culture is
also very diverse. Cattle bucrania were placed on
the interior and exterior walls of houses, vessels
were decorated with cattle protomes, cattle astra-
gals were used as loom weights, and clay bull figu-
rines were modelled for various purposes (deities,
toys, ceremonial and religious items etc.). I argue
that the employment of bovine iconography was
socially structured, as was the maintenance of ani-
mals themselves. It is generally believed that bull
symbolism in the Neolithic had strong male associa-
tions (power, strength, fertility, prestige etc.). A com-
parable setting was observed among contemporary
indigenous societies (Evans-Pritchard 1940.16–51)
and the same stands for Neolithic Vin≠a culture also.
However, new evidence suggests that bull iconogra-
phy was clearly associated with both female and
male activities. Finally, cattle iconography appears
to be equally of private and public concern, and it
was probably related to both genders and all ages. I
argue that the vast corpus of Bos iconography should
be considered in terms of actual human-animal rela-
tionships, and it is only in this way that all structu-
ral oppositions (male/female, wild/domestic, private/
communal, inside/outside) that have been observed
can be understood.
Iconographic representation of cattle in Vin≠a cul-
ture can be divided approximately into four arbitrary
categories: (i) bucrania; (ii) clay figurines; (iii) ce-
ramic vessels; (iv) miscellaneous – this category in-
cludes loom weights, so-called Y amulets etc. As a
clarification, it is notable that among the many types
of animal representation, only cattle imagery has
some naturalistic and realistic attributes of the spe-
cies. All four categories of bovine representations
could be further divided into sub-categories, but the
main characteristic of all of them is the material of
which they were made: clay. Almost the whole in-
ventory of animal imagery in Vin≠a culture is made
of clay. Stone is used very rarely and intriguingly
only for the modelling of specific forms of so-called
equine-like and canine-like figurines (Gara∏anin
1951; Antonovi≤ 2003).5
Bucrania
Bucrania appear over a vast geographical area, from
Central Asia and the Near East to Central Europe,
3 Needles to say, the significance of contextual data is enormous, but again it turned out that as if we were expecting to find spea-
king bucrania, or a burial with male shaman holding bull figurine and his female apprentice holding a vessel with bull protomes.
Again, in order to understand the function and use of animal representations. A truth case of Pompeii premise (sensu Binfrod
1981).
4 Even since the Middle Neolithic Star≠evo culture bovine representations had constituted an important part of animal iconography
in the Central Balkans, with small clay and stone amulets and bull figurines as the most frequent animal representations (cf. Stan-
kovi≤ 1989–1990; Budja 2003; Vukovi≤ 2005).
5 Anthropomorphic figurines in Vin≠a culture are also rarely made of stone. In contrast, stone figurines are quite common in the
Late Neolithic of northern Greece (Nanoglou 2008b).
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and are mainly associated with Neolithic and Chal-
cholithic agro-pastoral communities. As defined in
the literature, a bucranium is a cattle skull plaste-
red with clay. It is most frequently part of the house
inventory, placed inside the house or hung on the
outer wall.6 Bucrania are highly visible items and
are among the most permanent features of a house.
They constitute an enduring structure, which was
kept and displayed in the same part of the house for
a very long time. There are numerous examples of
re-plastering, re-modelling and modification of bu-
crania in Neolithic houses. Even when houses un-
dergo significant reorganisation, bucrania are kept
and repeatedly displayed in the same place or near
to where they were originally intended to be positio-
ned. Only in later Vin≠a culture we have possible
evidence of portable bucrania, which could be the
case with an entirely clay bucranium from house
1/2008 at Stubline. According to the current evi-
dence, at least 30 bucrania have been retrieved
from Vin≠a culture settlements in Serbia.
On morphological and purely arbitrary bases, bu-
crania could be divided into four main categories:
! Bucrania with plastered skull and horns. This is
the most typical, but not the most common type of
bucrania. After removal from the body, the head
was plastered with clay and ornamented in various
ways. The horns were left unplastered, protruding
from the clay covered skull.
" The second type includes clay
modelled bucrania with horns.
In this type, the head is modelled
entirely from clay, except the
horns; real horns were set in the
wet mass of clay immediately af-
ter the head was modelled.
# Bucrania made entirely of clay
are usually very small, sometimes
no larger than a human fist. Usual-
ly, only the head is represented,
without the horns.
$ Horns alone and/or skull front-
lets are the rarest type of bucra-
nia that appear in Vin≠a culture houses. Until now
only three such specimens have been reported from
the house 2/1979 at site of Banjica, as well as almost
complete aurochs and domesticated cattle skulls with
horns from a burnt Late Vin≠a culture house at Jela
near the town of piabac and from the pit at Gomo-
lava.
The appearance of some of these bucrania types
seems to diverge chronologically, and there are pro-
bably some differences in their meanings. According
to evidence from the sites at Vin≠a and Jela near
the town of piabac, the bucrania with plastered skull
and horns and real cattle bucrania with horns are
the oldest examples, being produced at least since
the Vin≠a C period. Clay bucrania are specific to a
younger phase, as attested at the sites at Stubline, Ja-
kovo and Gomolava. The main iconographic charac-
teristics of all the bucrania types with clay plaste-
ring are a very pronounced muzzle, eyes, and horns.
Other anatomical details are rarely rendered. All the
bucrania from the Serbian sites were published with
insufficient or no data on the context of the find or
actual archaeo-zoological analysis. In the following,
I present the data on bucrania which were avail-
able to me.
Banjica
Banjica is a multi-layered settlement with horizons
which correspond to the middle and late phase of
Late Neolithic Vin≠a culture. It is situated on a gen-
Fig. 2. Late Neolithic Vin≠a culture house 2/79 at Banjica.
6 There are numerous examples of bucrania being placed in other contexts also, such as burials, house foundation deposits, pits
etc. (cf. Russell 2012.99, 106). The evidence for this practice among Vin≠a communities is scarce. One or two cattle bucrania are
reported from dug-out pits at Gomolava. The placement of the heads of other species is reported from dug-out pits in Vin≠a culture
settlements also: deer head with horns is found at Gomolava (Orton 2008.302), dog skulls were found at Petnica, Gomolava, Opo-
vo (Orton 2008.168, 273, 305) and Belgrade fortress; several sheep heads with completely preserved horns were found during
rescue excavations at Pavlovac-∞ukar.
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tle slope in the vicinity of the Serbian capital, Bel-
grade (Todorovi≤, Cermanovi≤ 1961; Todorovi≤
1981; Tripkovi≤ 2007). Based on material culture,
the Neolithic settlements at Banjica could be dated
roughly to the period 4900–4600 BC. Three sets of
entirely preserved cattle horns (two also had preser-
ved head frontlets) were found in the southern room
of house 2/79 (Fig. 2). The house is rectangular, with
three rooms. One pair of horns was found in a small
south-western compartment in the southern room,
which probably served as storage. In addition to cat-
tle horns, several pithoi were also found here. Two
pairs of horns with head frontlets were found in
the central area of the southern room. Both were
oriented with horn tips pointing north. The south-
ern room contained a small oven and numerous ce-
ramic vessels for storing, preparing and consuming
food. All three sets of horns were possibly left in the
house upon abandonment. None are preserved today.
Gomolava
Gomolava is a tell site on the bank of the Sava River,
near the village of Hrtkovci. It has cultural horizons
which correspond to the Vin≠a B–D development
phases (Brukner 1980; Jovanovi≤ 2011). The site
was occupied almost without a significant hiatus
from the Late Neolithic until the Roman period. Ac-
cording to AMS dating, the Late Neolithic sequence
at Gomolava is dated to 4950–4650 calBC (Bori≤
2009.221–227). Judging from the few reports, eight
bucrania were recovered from the 1955–1980 ex-
cavations (cf. Jovanovi≤ 2011.34–35).
Two entirely clay modelled bucrania were found
in house 6/1956. The first bucranium, with a pro-
nounced muzzle and eyes represented by circular
lines (Fig. 3) was found inside the house, at the en-
trance to room 3 (Jovanovi≤ 2011.34). This bucra-
nium resembles some hybrid human/animal repre-
sentations. The second bucranium was
probably hung at the entrance to the
house.
Two entirely clay modelled bucrania
were recovered from house 4/1975 (Fig.
4). The house is rectangular, with three
rooms, and dated to late Vin≠a culture
(Petrovi≤ 1992). Both bucrania are
very small (no larger than a fist) and si-
milar in shape, with muzzle, eyes and
small horns/ears being represented. The
first was found near the oven in the central room
and was probably hung on a wooden post (Fig. 4.2).
The second was recovered from the mass of the col-
lapsed wall, one metre from the northern room; it
is suspected that it was hung on the outer wall of
the house (Fig. 4.1).7
Two more bucrania were found in rectangular,
above ground building marked as 6/1980 (Bruk-
ner 1988.Abb.2, T.3.7–8; Jovanovi≤ 2011.31, Fig.
10). The smaller, entirely clay modelled bucranium
was found in room 1 in the vicinity of the partition
wall shared with room 4 (Fig. 5.2). The second bu-
cranium – a skull plastered with clay, no longer
preserved protruding horns (Fig. 5.1) – was found
in room 3 in the same line as the first one, that is
near the partition wall with room 4 (Jovanovi≤
2011.31). Both bucrania have representations of
the eyes, snout and nostrils.
Jakovo
Jakovo-Kormadin is a single-layered Late Vin≠a cul-
ture site near the Serbian capital, Belgrade (Jovano-
Fig. 3. Bucranium from house 6/1956 at Gomolava.
Fig. 4. Bucrania from house 4/1975 at Gomolava.
7 The second bucranium could also belong to a different, partially excavated house situated near house 4/1975 (based on informa-
tion from Marija Jovanovi≤, curator of the Gomolava collection in the Museum of Vojvodina in Novi Sad).
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vi≤, Gli∏i≤ 1960). Two houses, seve-
ral pits and a segment of a defensive
ditch were discovered in the course
of the 1956–1960 excavations. Ba-
sed on material culture and relative
chronology, the settlement could be
dated roughly to the period between
4750 and 4600 BC. Three bucrania
were recovered from the site.
Two bucrania were found in house 1/1957. The
house was rectangular, and probably had two rooms
with decorated walls, one oven, and one large rec-
tangular clay structure with horn-like endings which
was interpreted as an altar (Jovanovi≤, Gli∏i≤ 1960.
132, Fig.33, 35). The house was burnt and proba-
bly cleaned before demolition, so only several whole
vessels, as well as one anthropomorphic clay figu-
rine and one clay object in the form of a so-called Y
amulet were found on the house floor (Jovanovi≤,
Gli∏i≤ 1960.125, Fig.18). The first bucranium was
found in the southwestern part of the house (Fig.
6.1) – a cattle head frontlet plastered with clay; no
horns were preserved, and considering the pentago-
nal shape of the bucranium, which resembles some
hybrid human/ animal representations, it probably
never had horns. The eyes are represented by small
circular imprints, above and beneath which are
slightly curvilinear lines. During the excavations, fa-
cial hairs from the cattle head were still visible pro-
truding from the mass of clay (Jovanovi≤, Gli∏i≤
1960.131). The reverse side of the bucranium bears
a trace of a wooden beam, so it was probably hung
on a wooden post. Judging from the diameter of the
imprint of the wooden beam on the back of the bu-
cranium, the excavators suggested that it probably
stood in the northern section of the house, where
traces of a similar wooden post were observed (Jo-
vanovi≤, Gli∏i≤ 1960.131, Fig. 33). The second bu-
cranium was found in the northern room, near frag-
ments of decorated daub wall (Fig. 6.2). It is heavi-
ly fragmented, with only the elongated nose with
nostrils being preserved. Part of the bone is still vi-
sible at the rear.
The third Jakovo bucranium was
found in house 2/1958 (Jovanovi≤,
Gli∏i≤ 1960.129). The house is rec-
tangular, and is a typical Vin≠a cul-
ture above-ground building with
three rooms. It belongs to the first
type of bucranium with clay plaste-
red cattle skull. It originally had both
horns, which were in a very bad sta-
te of preservation even during the excavations. The
bucranium was found facing upwards, in the cen-
tral room, associated with the oven. Judging from
the imprint of the wooden plank and ropes on the
reverse side of the bucranium, a skull with horns
was first tied to a low daub construction near the
oven, and then plastered with clay. Only the eyes
are represented by spiral circular lines (Fig. 7). Both
horns and bucranium are now missing.
Jela-Benska bara
The site of Benska bara near the town of piabac is si-
tuated on a small river terrace, once surrounded by
swamps on three sides (Trbuhovi≤, Vasiljevi≤ 1983.
26; Stoji≤, Cerovi≤ 2011.149–173). The site is dated
to the Late Neolithic Vin≠a culture, as well as the Late
Eneolithic Baden culture. Numerous ceramic vessels
decorated in the manner of Tisza culture have also
been detected in three superimposed Vin≠a culture
settlement layers. Two bucrania were recovered
from the site. The first is an almost complete aurochs
skull with horns found on the floor of one of the
above-ground Vin≠a houses (Fig. 8). The second,
badly preserved, is completely made of clay; it was
also found on the house floor (Fig. 9).
Stubline
Based on current information, Stubline is a multi-la-
yered Late Vin≠a site on an elevated slope (Todoro-
vi≤ 1967). New excavations, as well as a geo-physi-
cal survey revealed that the settlement is exceptio-
nally well-preserved, with more then 200 above-
ground houses and circular ditches surrounding it
(Crnobrnja et al. 2009). Four bucrania were found
Fig. 5. Bucrania from house 6/1980 at Gomolava.
Fig. 6. Bucraniua from house 1/1957 at Jakovo.
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in two houses excavated in the course of the 2008
and 2010 excavations.
One bucrania made entirely of clay was found in
house 1/2008. The house is rectangular, with no ap-
parent subdivision of rooms. The house inventory
was remarkably well-preserved, with two ovens, a
quern, a clay structure for cereal storage (interpreted
as an altar in the initial publication), dozens of cera-
mic vessels, 43 figurines and 11 miniature tool mo-
dels. The bucranium was found in the central part
of the house, and is quite unique. Careful examina-
tions during the reconstruction showed that the sty-
lised horns and snout were modelled on a flat clay
board (Fig. 10). There are no structural elements sug-
gesting that the bucranium was hung on a post or
some other structure; therefore it was probably por-
table.
Three more bucrania were found in house 2/2010.
The house is also rectangular, with no detected sub-
division of the interior. The house has a massive clay
floor and numerous well-preserved structures and
finds (two ovens, one clay structure for cereal sto-
rage, a clay table, one quern, a large number of sto-
rage vessels, etc.). Two bucrania found facing the
floor were associated with a large oven in
the northeastern part of the house. The first
was 30cm from the mouth of the oven (Fig.
11.2). The snout is clearly defined, while the
eyes are represented with low linear finger
impressions. It has an elongated and pro-
nounced forehead, thus resembling the bu-
cranium from Jakovo, as well as heads of
some small hybrid human/animal and an-
thropomorphic representations. Small frag-
ments of the skull can be seen protruding
from the clay. The imprint of a wooden post
and rope are visible on the reverse side of
the bucranium. Post holes were not detec-
ted in the vicinity of the place of find. The second
bucrania is entirely made of clay. The head is wider,
and the snout is even clearly defined (Fig. 11.1). It
was found 70cm west from the mouth of the oven,
in the vicinity of a triangular post hole and ceramic
quern. The third bucranium is entirely made of clay,
and was found in a mass of collapsed wall fragments
in the southern part of the house, which is heavily
damaged. It has a marked snout, and eyes represen-
ted by concentric circular lines (Fig. 11.3). It also re-
sembles the heads of some small hybrid human/ani-
mal and anthropomorphic representations. 
Figurines
Zoomorphic figurines are the most common media
of animal imagery in the Late Neolithic Vin≠a cul-
ture. The main attributes of animal figurines include:
use of clay as raw material; miniature dimensions
(often no larger than 5–8cm); schematisation and
abstraction in the representation of animal species
and gender. As noted above, clay is the most fre-
quently used raw material for the production of both
human and animal figurines in Vin≠a culture. Fur-
ther studies of zoomorphic imagery should address
the question of why only one type of extremely sche-
matised zoomorphic figurine was
modelled in stone. This type of figu-
rine appears throughout the Vin≠a
culture territory, from the sites in
southern Serbia (Pavlovac, Crnoka-
la≠ka Bara, Plo≠nik) to the Pannonian
plain in the north (Vin≠a, Boto∏).
Although animal figurines are usual-
ly quite small, some examples are
significantly larger.8 Unlike in the
case of raw material selection, the
Fig. 7. Bucranium from house 2/1958 at Jakovo.
Fig. 8. Bucranium from Jela-Benska bara.
8 New rescues excavations carried out at the site at Pavlovac-∞ukar in southern Serbia revealed several bull figurines with the heads
alone measuring more than 10cm long.
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variability in dimensions of both anthropomorphic
and zoomorphic figurines differs – in terms of regio-
nal settings, with southern Serbia (Morava valley
and Kosovo and Metohija mainly) being the area
where larger figurines were most often produced.
Perception and observation of scale is something
that is exhibited in various ways in material culture
(Bailey 2005.26–34). Thus, the size of figurines is
certainly somehow related to the various ways of
emphasising and negotiating social identities speci-
fic to regions and settlements. The question of ab-
straction and schematisation in anthropomorphic
and zoomorphic figurines has already been briefly
addressed. The representation of bovine figurines in
the Late Neolithic Vin≠a culture is usually realistic, at
least when the whole figurine survives. Thus the
schematisation of zoomorphic imagery applies main-
ly to other species. It should also be stressed that de-
tailed representations of any anatomical characte-
ristics such as eyes, mouth, teeth, fur, skin, or claws9
are absent in the whole corpus of animal figurines
in Vin≠a culture. Intriguingly, detailed depictions of
anatomical parts of the body, clothing and jewellery
are commonly present on anthropomorphic figuri-
nes. This could lead to the assumption that anthro-
pomorphic figurines were projected to accumulate
things that are essential for visual communication,
while animal figurines (including bovine examples)
were intended for more tactile interaction (cf. Naka-
mura, Meskell 2006.182).
Cattle figurines are quite often found in Vin≠a settle-
ments. Unlike any other cattle representation, figu-
rines are modelled very realistically, with horns,
four legs and a typically male body. Gender charac-
teristics (mainly male genitals) are also often model-
led. Bull figurines are small (up to 5cm high and
10cm long), although there is evidence for larger
specimens. Like human figurines, they are found in
various contexts. Perhaps of the greatest importance
in understanding the meaning of bull figurines is
their occurrence in contexts with thermal structures
in a house, as presented by finds at the Belovode
settlement (piljivar, Jacanovi≤ 2005), which could
have been inhabited from 5350 to 4650 BC (Bori≤
2009.209). Four out of seven bovine figurines were
found in a clear context, near the southern wall of
oven 1, in one above-ground house, while the other
three specimens were recovered from a deeper layer
of the same trench (piljivar, Jacanovi≤ 2005.71–73).
The group of four figurines found near the oven is
said to represent two bulls, a cow and a calf (piljivar,
Jacanovi≤ 2005.72). It is also said that among the 7
figurines, two species of ancient domesticated cat-
tle could be identified: Bos primigenius and Bos
brachyceros (piljivar, Jacanovi≤ 2005.75). Regar-
ding the group of four figurines associated with the
oven: two have male genitalia, one of which has a
perforation on the snout; three are similar in size,
one considerably smaller (Figs. 12, 13); of the finds
from the cultural layer, two out of three figurines
have male genitalia, one of which has a perforated
snout. All 7 figurines are realistically modelled and
all have broken horn tips.
An interesting issue concerning bull figurines is the
question of their fragmentation. Almost all the figu-
rines I have had the chance to see have broken horn
tips, which in many cases certainly was not the re-
sult of clumsiness and/or careless handling by Vin≠a
people and such fragmentation is not the result of
post-depositional effects. Therefore, as in the case of
Fig. 9. Bucranium from Jela-Benska bara.
Fig. 10. Bucranium from house 1/2008 at Stubline.
9 Some quadruped figurines from the site at Pavlovac-∞ukar have incisions on the body which probably represent textile draped
over the body of animal rather than depicting animal fur or skin pattern. It could also depict ceremonial painting on the animal’s
body.
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anthropomorphic figurines
(cf. Talalay 1987; Chapman
2000.55–79; Chapman, Gay-
darska 2007.113–143), the
practice of breaking the horns
of bull figurines is undoubt-
edly closely connected with
social practice, ideology and
various other social agents in
Vin≠a culture. Thus the frag-
ments could have operated as
a part of a broader idea or
concept of humanity/animality. Fragmented bovine
figurines could also have imbedded properties as a
whole, but lose some of their original meaning in
the course of symbolic breakage.
Ceramic vessels
The third category of bovine representations con-
sists of various motifs associated with ceramic ves-
sels. The most common are stylised bull protomes
on the handles of smaller vessels probably used for
liquid consumption. These are usually very schema-
tic representations of bull’s head and horns (Fig.
14). It is worth noting that those finds very often
have long biographies. If the vessels breaks, the han-
dle with protome continues to be used as a polisher
for a long time afterwards.10 Bull heads modelled
on the exterior of vessel walls are rarely found (Fig.
15). The only reported example co-
mes from the late Vin≠a house at
Obre∫-Beletinci (Jovanovi≤ 2011.35,
Fig.12). The third category includes
incised abstract bull representation
on the exterior walls of vessels. One
example is a schematised linear bull
representation on the exterior wall
of a ceramic bowl from the site at
Banjica (Fig. 16). These incised ab-
stract scenes have been interpreted
as a sign of property. More absurdly,
these representations have also been
interpreted as proof of the beginning
of literacy in Vin≠a culture. My cur-
rent analysis shows that many of
these images are mainly associated
with animal symbolism, which cer-
tainly has nothing to do with literacy.
Vessels in the form of animal bodies
are extremely rare in Vin≠a culture;
so far only few such finds were re-
ported, with birds being the most
frequently depicted species (cf. Ni-
koli≤, Vukovi≤ 2008a.175–179;
2008b). Only one possibly bull-sha-
ped ceramic vessel is known from
the site at Vin≠a (Ignjatovi≤ 2008.
257, kat. 162). The vessel is shaped
Fig. 11. Bucrania from house 2/2010 at Stubline.
Fig. 12. Clay bull figurines found in the oven at Belovode.
Fig. 13. Clay bull figurine from Belovode.
10 This practice of secondary usage is also observed among other types of handles on ceramic vessels, so it need not be associ-
ated with symbolic activity.
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in the form of a quadruped with two horns on the
head; the opening of the vessel is on the back of the
animal’s body. Plastically applied clay straps are mo-
delled on the neck and sides of the body. Thus the
applied straps associated with the vessels mouth on
the back appear to be representing some sort of fa-
stenings for carriage put on the animal’s back.
So-called altars or cult tables also fall into the group
of ceramic vessels with animal representations. Ani-
mal protomes are most frequently placed in the cor-
ner of rectangular shallow recipients. The depiction
usually includes only the head, which is so ambigu-
ously represented that it is impossible to say with
certainty whether some anatomical details repre-
sent ears or horns, snout or beak. Thus many inter-
pretations of the precise animal species on the so-
called altars are fruitless. Even in cases when there
is some kind of broad scientific agreement – such as
that the animal represented on the so-called Gradac
type altars is a red deer/stag (Jovanovi≤ 1982.49;
2006.224–225; Bori≤ 2009.204) – it could equally
be the representation of some other horned mam-
mal, such as bull, ram, goat (cf. Peri≤ 2006.243, Pl.
V/35, 36).
The whole corpus of bovine representations on ce-
ramic vessels consists mainly of stylised bull repre-
sentation. Further studies should address the ques-
tion of the relationship between ceramic vessels and
bull representations at more levels. Although the
fact that women in prehistory are usually associated
with the process of making and decorating ceramic
vessels is merely heuristic, if we accept it only as a
working thesis, then the process of introducing typi-
cally male symbols such as bulls into the sphere of
female activity has to be studied in the line of nego-
tiating male/female relations. Thus due to the ambi-
guity in representations we could also question male/
female interactions. Considering the relationship be-
tween bovine imagery and ceramic vessels, a reaso-
nable line of inquiry would also be to perceive ani-
mal bodies as capable of holding substances, so there
could be a connection between certain types of sub-
stances and certain animal species depicted on cera-
mic containers (sensu Nanoglou 2008a.200, 201).
Still, this is only a good way to think of animal re-
presentations, because linking particular animal spe-
cies with particular substances by means of pottery
is rather difficult, given the ambiguity and vague-
ness of depiction.
Bovines in Vin≠a culture: good to eat and good
to think11
The eyes and the heart are sad, but the teeth and
the stomach are glad. (Evans-Pritchard 1940.26)
The quote from E. Evans-Pritchard’s seminal work
on the Nuer cattle herders of Central/Eastern Africa
(Sudan) properly sets out the agenda for the discus-
sion of human/cattle relationship. Cattle are highly
valued among the Nuer both symbolically and nutri-
tionally (Evans-Pritchard 1940.16–51). They had
enormous economic significance in the Late Neoli-
thic Vin≠a culture also (Russell 1998.49), and there
is no doubt that cattle had potent symbolic value.
Bovine symbolism was both of public and private
concern. Cattle bucrania placed inside the house,
Fig 14. Bowl with schematised representation of a
bull’s head on the handle from Belgrade fortress.
Fig 15. Bowl with bull’s head on the wall from Ob-
re∫-Beletinci.
11 The famous Lévi-Strauss’s statement that animals are both good to eat and good to think with (Lévi-Strauss 1964.89) influenced
broad range of scholars dealing with human/animal relationship. The sentence is often cited in various ways (cf. Whittle 2003.
78, 94, 95; Russell 2012.340).
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near the oven, certainly had a more
private character, and were proba-
bly somehow included in symbolic
structuring. Bucrania were proba-
bly thus used as instruments to re-
count and curate household/ances-
tral narratives. This claim could be
further reinforced in the light of the
placement of bucrania near the
oven, especially taking into the account their asso-
ciation with the main supportive beam as attested in
houses 1/1957 at Jakovo, 4/ 1975 at Gomolava and
2/2010 at Stubline. Thus the symbolic potency of
bucrania can be perceived considering their rela-
tion with the main structural element of the house.
Such a dichotomy points to the perception of the bu-
cranium as the most important symbolic precursor
enabling life in the house. Further associations of
bucrania and supportive beams with hearths and
ovens delineate these house areas as focal mnemo-
nic loci commemorating house narratives. In the
course of the house histories, these areas were the
main arenas for establishing and negotiating social
and gender identities.
There is an interesting shift regarding cattle symbo-
lism and bucrania in Vin≠a culture. The number of
real clay-plastered cattle skulls with protruding horns
decrease in the Late Vin≠a culture. Instead, entirely
clay modelled bucrania with less prominent bovine
attributes were introduced into household narrati-
ves. Bucrania became more hybrid, resembling a si-
milar representational shift in anthropomorphic
imagery. Except in the case of the bucranium from
house 1/2008 at Stubline, the change in iconogra-
phy was not the result of reducing the physical pro-
perties of the imagery while retaining its symbolic
value. The change was both in physical and symbo-
lic manifestation of representations. Still, the new
bucrania with ambiguous anthropomorphic, bull-
like, deer-like features were employed at the same
place and probably in the same way as previous
ones. Thus, the change in iconography of the bucra-
nia perhaps signals a broader cultural transforma-
tion in Vin≠a culture. Were these perhaps economic
or symbolic transformations? However, none of the
Late Vin≠a culture sites has shown a significant de-
cline in domestic cattle numbers, or a shift in orien-
tation towards specific animal species or in the wild/
domestic ratio.12 Thus the change in the represen-
tational paradigm of bucrania must be explained
by addressing other questions besides the change in
economy. The question of placing two bucrania in-
side houses at Stubline and Jakovo should also be
addressed. This practice is particularly important be-
cause two types of bucrania are engaged – one with
clear bull representations, and the second with the
attributes of some hybrid anthropomorphic creatu-
res typical of small clay figurines. Such symbolic
structuring of bull and human imagery calls for a re-
consideration of symbolic dualism in Vin≠a culture
and both human and non-human Umwelt (sensu Se-
beok 1988.66; Willis 1994.10, 11).
As just sketched above, there are numerous ways to
think in terms of bovine/human relationship; as a
final excursus, I will briefly aim at two more con-
cepts relating to this issue.
One of the most prominent ways of understanding
bovine iconography in Vin≠a culture is to follow the
structuralist approach of Ian Hodder in his seminal
books The Domestication of Europe and Symbols
in Action (Hodder 1981; 1990).13 As in no other
Neolithic contexts, we can clearly delineate the con-
cept of opposed structures in Vin≠a culture: ‘inside/
outside; domestic/wild; female/male; domus/agrios;
human/animal’. To put it simply, if there is symbo-
lic structuring among Vin≠a culture communities, and
there certainly is (at least in the case of material cul-
ture), there should be corresponding relations be-
tween oppositional structures. Therefore, as inside is
opposed to outside, domestic to wild, female to male,
domus to agrios, so should notions of inside, dome-
stic, female and domus be somehow connected, as
well as outside with wild, male and agrios. There is
a strong connection between the house, the domes-
tic sphere and woman, as there is between man, wild
and forest in Vin≠a culture. But in the case of cat-
Fig. 16. Bowl with incised schematic representation of bull from
Banica.
12 There are some subtle changes, e.g., the number of cattle increases slightly during the 100–200 years of occupation at Opovo
(Russell 1998.50).
13 Although the domus/agrios thesis has been much debated recently (cf. Thomas 1991.14; Whittle 2003.93; Russell 2012.
246–247), despite some shortcomings and limitations, the concept has enormous interpretative potentials and is used here to de-
monstrate the myriad ways of looking at human-animal relations.
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tle in Vin≠a culture, all supposedly opposed structu-
res are interwoven. Men are in the house, so are the
bull bucrania and wild bull figurines. On the other
hand, cattle astragali were used as loom weights
(Bla∫i≤, Radmanovi≤ 2011) as well as bull decora-
tion on ceramic vessels as part of the male symbolic
repertoire are introduced into the female part of the
social arena. Therefore, bovine iconography was
probably included in the process of shifting and ne-
gotiating social and gender identities among Vin≠a
culture communities. Still, such structuring, especial-
ly in terms of spatial house division according to age
and gender, has not been observed, at least not in
the sense of clearly delineated and restricted house
areas (cf. Bori≤ 2005.62–64, Fig. 20). Then, as al-
ready mentioned, symbolic structuring concerning
bovine iconography in Vin≠a culture is to be sought
as a paradigm of both gender and age cohesion, as
well as a signal of subtle segregation.
Thinking in terms of actual human/animal relation-
ships offers a far more challenging perspective. I ar-
gue that every notion of animal, in our case bovines,
whether we are dealing with animals as symbols or
animals as food, is deeply embedded in the human
perception of the animal world. And, by the animal
world, I mean the same world that humans inhab-
ited and shared with other non-humans. Also, I am
quite sure that one should not neglect the purely
physical, visceral connection and experience that
people had with animals, as well as emotions that
grew out of that connection. The pain caused by in-
jury during the hunt, the smell of cow dung, the song
of the bird, all influenced basic ideas and notions
that shaped and transferred animals into powerful
symbols in human culture.
At the moment, I can only suggest how cattle be-
came such a strong metaphor in Vin≠a culture. In
case of domesticates, like other tamed animals, they
were introduced into the Vin≠a community, and thus
became an inseparable part of Vin≠a culture. And
conversely, in the case of wild cattle, humans com-
monly enter their world, considerably influencing
the life course of wild animals. The importance of
cattle in the economy, their value as a food source
and bride-wealth linked them with specific gender,
age group and temporal events, thus becoming es-
sential in symbolic structuring among Late Neolithic
Vin≠a culture communities.
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